
Within Cox Automotive, the Enterprise Logging Services team is 
charged with supporting Splunk across Cox Automotive’s diverse 
portfolio of global business units including, Kelley Blue Book, 
Autotrader.com, and Manheim. The nature of Cox’s disparate 
business units made communication between each unit’s Splunk 
instances burdensome and time-consuming. 

The team found they were unable to maximize the value from 
their Splunk investment. They also faced difficulty in hiring and 
retaining experienced Splunk professionals for their internal 
team. Cox Automotive’s team needed a partner to provide 
thought leadership and assistance with throughput. They needed 
a partner that could help them understand the Splunk basics 
and expand their use of more advanced Splunk applications to 
improve ROI and better support their business units.

CASE STUDY

Driving Splunk Excellence  
for Cox Automotive as a 
Managed Service Provider

Location: Atlanta, GA

Industry: Automotive services

Products/Services: Auto auction 
and wholesale services, financial 
services, media services, 
software, international services

Employees: 34,000+ 

Business Challenge

“TekStream has been invaluable in 
ensuring we get the most from our 

Splunk investment while supporting the 
needs of our diverse portfolio of global 

business units.” 

@TekStreaming TekStream 844-TEK-STRM TekStream TekStream.cominfo@tekstream.com

Key Pain Points

Hiring and retaining an 
internal team of Splunk 
experts to support the 
platform was difficult. 

Daily Splunk block-and-
tackle work was keeping the 

Enterprise team from working 
on higher-value tasks. 

Disparate legacy Splunk 
installations made it time-

consuming and difficult 
to monitor business unit 

performance. 

— Steven Hatch
Manager, Enterprise Logging Services
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Cox Automotive chose TekStream as its MSP 
provider based on TekStream’s proven hands-on 
experience with Splunk and their understanding 
of how to maximize the value of all Splunk’s tools 
and capabilities. TekStream’s deep knowledge 
of the Splunk platform allowed them to quickly 
integrate with the Enterprise Logging Services 
team and begin providing ongoing maintenance 
and monitoring services. 

With TekStream maintaining the general health 
and wellness of the Splunk platform, the Cox 
Automotive team team was able to focus more 
time and energy on higher-value tasks. This 
allowed them to better service their internal 
stakeholders and customers without needing to 
hire or retain additional internal team members.

In addition to managing Cox Automotive’s baseline 
monitoring and maintenance needs, TekStream  
identified new opportunities to better leverage 
Splunk across the organization’s entire family of 
business units. By working with the Cox team, 
TekStream identified data architecture gaps and 
provided recommendations to streamline and 
standardize data points across Cox Automotive’s 
various brands. 

TekStream also provides thought leadership and 
training to Cox’s internal teams to maximize the 
understanding of Splunk’s capabilities across 
the organization. This knowledge transfer has 
been invaluable in identifying potential issues, 
forecasting future-state needs, and developing a 
strategy that can scale across Cox Automotive’s 
growing business units.

Key Success:
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How we fixed it:

Cox Automotive reduced its reliance on hiring and retaining an 
internal team of Splunk professionals, which enabled them to 
invest in other positions.

As TekStream took on the daily monitoring and maintenance of 
the Splunk platform, Cox Automotive’s internal team had more 
time to work on higher-value tasks. 

By understanding Cox Automotive’s business goals, TekStream 
provided ongoing guidance on how best to organize Cox 
Automotive’s varied data streams for optimizing the Splunk 
investment. 

Technology Involved

• Splunk Enterprise

• Splunk MSP 
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